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ABSTRACT
This research work proposes to SISBRA research, earthy materials are responsible for 88 percent of harmful aspects such as fatalities and infertility (the inability to have children). The energy of earthy materials is unseen. After the eradication of life, we will be able to see those treasures with our own eyes. Until then, it appears to humans as an unseen power. Due to these earthy materials (Treasure), 88 percent of women suffer from infertility, family disagreements, couple quarrels and divorce, not marrying at the appropriate age, muscle pains in the arms and legs, and other diseases.

Introduction
According to SISBRA research, earthy materials are responsible for 88 percent of harmful aspects such as fatalities and infertility (the inability to have children). The energy of earthy materials is unseen. After the eradication of life, we will be able to see those treasures with our own eyes. Until then, it appears to humans as an unseen power. Due to these earthy materials (Treasure), 88 percent of women suffer from infertility, family disagreements, couple quarrels and divorce, not marrying at the appropriate age, muscle problems in the arms and legs, and other diseases.

Getting nightmares everyday like appearing snake (Cobra), Kids, flowing water, saints & old people in their dreams and even 54.1% of vehicle accidents, suicides are due to these earthy materials. Loss of wealth is due to this spoilage of wealth is just as absorption of water in the sand it means too spontaneously. We are concluding that earth materials have the life but it has in several thousand forms like, snakes, granny, bison, dangerous poisonous insects, kids, beast, devil, brute etc.

There may be a defect in vastu (i.e. inappropriate construction of house irrespective of directions), often cause of some diseases or nightmare with snake (cobra), and getting lady or small kids in the dream. These all are not due to the defect of vastu or inappropriate construction or not because of any black magic, or not of the genetic disorder i.e. hereditary troubles.
These all are because of the presence of earthy treasures in the crusts of earth below their houses or fields or of the survival of enormously effective lifer which are playing their effects causes the troubles (i.e. defect of vastu) in the house.

According to the SISBRA discovery 55% of women are suffering for enormous dangerous liver and some negative energy because of these earthy treasures infertility playing a dangerous role. But there treasurer are have the life. 27% women are suffering from thyroid it’s the reason for the infertility and 73% of earthy treasures and brute and some other negative energies are responsible for the infertility.

Not only devils or demons (earth Treasure) and venomous germs are entering into the human’s body, this leads to cause of the problems to the human beings. These problems were not known to the human beings. Naturally freshness is very fewer, wherever animal protein is there, this lead to generation new germs and cells (living things) this is due to the genes. These and all nothing but the evil spirit(demon).

Solving
Every day, 100 to 150 people come to us with difficulties and seek our advice or solutions (Sarahu). In the last five years, 88 percent of those who have come to Sarahu have had infertility or are physically handicapped, science of architecture (dwelling), marriage proposals, mental illness, despair, and so on... The following difficulties have been detected continuously and radically during the last 5 years. What is the explanation for this? During this time, I came to the conclusion that the demonic, serpents, and genes were the primary causes of the aforementioned issues. In this way, over 1 lakh people were enrolled in the experiment over a five-year period, and their difficulties were resolved naturally. Here are a few examples of folks to whom we have provided solutions.
According to SISBRA Research says that 77% of human beings (Humans) who have more hair on their head are great intellectuals. (More Intelligent).

DESCRIPTION: After five consecutive years of research, whoever has the maximum hairs on the head is naturally the genius and they are sharp. From the other angle the chromosome advice is not available for people with most hairs at their head. From one angle it becomes a natural or a creationism. For a Maximum of people, those with short hair in their head are not excluded as strident. But five consecutive years of research has proven that those with furthest hairs in their head are the most intelligent in this world. Generally, artists, astrologers, scientists and yogis are having furthest hairs on their head. But it's not considered fun or fashionable. It is also the magicof creation (witch). With the help of Chromosome advice does not identify those are Intelligent or without hair in the head, and thus cannot be identified as acutely intelligent².

27% of Human beings on the earth are having BP, Tension, acidity and diabetes this is due to the consumption of Banana. DESCRIPTION: There is no shortage of vitamins in the Banana. However, form the past five years of research on the same banana has shown that a maximum of people is causing of BP, Tension, acidity, and diabetes. if a person consumes Three bananas a day for three consecutive days, there will be no shortage of white blood cells or ABCD vitamins. It is ironic that tension, acidity, BP and diabetes occur. Because of the high consumption of banana, it causes mental stress, which inturncauses blood pressure and gradually worsens the symptoms of acidity and diabetes³. There are a few reasons for this. The consumption of bananas is naturally very cold and humiliating (lack of decency), and it is supplemented with a large number of vitamins. And because its digestion is so delayed, it gradually becomes acidic through the abdomen, resulting in mental stress, blood pressure, eye pain, and diabetics and so on. However, although each of the vitamins or proteins in the banana which is feasible to eat by a human being, it is also harmful to a Maximum of people is about 27% of them. However, for Maximum human beings are having sufficient of vitamins even though for them is often a risk of consuming it.

Blood becomes sweetened from too abundant sleep. It is leading to sugar syndrome one fine day. Symptoms such as limb cramps, headache, and falling asleep. It weakens the mind. Sleeping in the afternoon can be boring and frustrating. In addition, there is stillness, joint pain, headache, vomiting, sputum, bile, nervous system, fatigue effect, decreased intensity, and temperature rise and so on. Some other Diseases soon attracted to the human beings. Above all, it is also causing mental depression: So, sleep should be limited and nocturnal. All the weaker or bad dreams come from sleep in the afternoon. Because in the Law of Creation, every living thing depends on sunlight. But as sunlight fades, Human beings or other life forms are still suffering from ailments. Quite often, Humans suffers from night sickness rather than daylight, and suffers accidental heart attacks and deaths. But this problem is less likely to be in the same sunlight (day). It is not a matter of getting a "D" vitamin from sunlight or rays. But since the sun's radiation is hidden from Humans achievement and his life, the sun is dependent on Humans and life. However, indulging in the sun can alleviate all these diseases. These problems do not even occur to those who use sunlight. There is a lack of social consciousness as people in the forest are left with slight radiation from the sun. Increased incidence of cardiac arrests at night. Deaths occur at night. Excessive sleep, such as sleeping during the day except at the night, means that man sleeping in the sunlight can cause heat, headache, disease, vitamin deficiency, calcium deficiency, BP, diabetes and mental stress. Moreover, such people are becoming sluggish. And these reasons can be clearly quantified.

Daily consumption of Aeglemarmelos leaves can reduce severe mental stress or heat. The Aeglemarmelos has the power to alleviate heat stress and mental stress. The Aeglemarmelos has properties that reduce the brain pressure of the human beings and the pressure of neurons. There is a vitamin component. Consumption of this will gradually decrease the body mass and stress, making it easier for the body to absorb and send it out. And excretes the poisonous elements in the body³. Such power is in Aeglemarmelos. This is not to say that there is an ABCD vitamin in the Aeglemarmelos. It has a high potency of vitamins. OR Chewing few leaves of the AegleMarmelosRutaceae (Correa Plantae), commonly Known as the Holy BelvaPatra (Beli) the Bengal Quince/Golden apple/Japanese Little Orange/Stone Apple or the Wood Apple one can reduce excess of heat and severe mental stress. (Investigative Duration - 5Years)

Mental stress will be caused due to the consumption of Tea. Moreover, pain will be seen on the upper layers of the brain. There will be muscular pulls or cramps in feet and in hands after discarding the bed in the morning. Eating too abundant of rice or eating foods that are made from rice can cause mental illness or diabetes. Because of the rice having the characteristics of sweet urine- producing elements, mental illness is a serious problem. This is the reason why a human is become elder. It also declines with age and gradually Blood cells also decrease. Blood pressure problem is caused by excessive tender coconut water intake or repeated binge drinking. Or headaches, nausea and migraines are such a problem is happening⁴.
Sugar and tea powder are substances and ingredients that can be extremely stressful. And that too is a force factor. After the human has consumed tea, the mixed content of sugar and tea is immediately spread into the particle of humans (blood cells). This creates acidity and stress without causing diarrhea. This stress is also causing severe headaches for a day and often pain in the upper part of the head. Any substances are not digested in the humans and that gives stress to the humans. Such ingredients include sugar, tea. Blood pressure is caused by excessive tender coconut water intake or frequent binge drinking. Or headaches, nausea and migraines are such a problem, symptoms are appearing. Because it’s characters and by nature. Sugar also has an adhesiveness and stress factor. Excessive consumption of tea can lead to temporary tingling or numbness, but it can also cause hand cramps, knee pain, and back pain when gradually leaving the bed in themornings.

People in the jungle or wild people, do not suffer from any diabetic syndrome as they consume bamboo rice, or tubers, sweet potato instead of rice. In the northern part of India, people in villages and farmers are consuming corn bread and wheat bread instead of rice. Due to this they won’t get diabetic disease.

(Investigation Duration: 5 Years)

In the world "87% of men Heart are softer and more sensitive than women’s heart." (Investigation Duration: 5 Years)

In this world, men ached due to of women are being cheated in everyday life. Women will get all kind of support in this nature. But research shows that the heart of a man is softer and softer than the heart of a woman. Here we are having few reasons. Naturally there is a huge difference between (great deal of distress for) a man and a woman in the power of thought, understanding and humor⁴. Women tend to be quicker, more aggressive, more impulsive, and quicker to judge than their male counterparts. Also, the heart of the female is more sensitive and more flexible than the heart of the men. That is why they are shedding tears very quickly. Because that is the magic of creation (by Nature). Female neurons had lagging energy (power). This gives them a little bit of thinking power. There is a difference in thinking power between a man and a woman. But in life, both male and female aspirations and tastes are similar. The quality of the female is not very low here. Because some people think that women have less power. But research shows that males and females are equal in power. For example, the husband is very skeptical on the female. Not all people believe her. If a male has an illicit relationship with another woman, he will not say he has done anything wrong but the woman will exclude her if she does wrong. Watch over her. They look down on her. The girls always argue that they are cheated. In addition, they were four types of females; this problem arises from the lack of excess power of the neurons. In some of the situations and circumstances where females and males may observe some of the short life in which they are still living, or those who have done so, will be greatly affected by research. Jogging should be limited to humans because excessive jogging or running can cause heart attacks, or brain strain. In this case there will be a nervous problem. The power of memory decreases. Headache, knee pain begins as the adult approaches⁸.

(Investigation Duration: 5 Years)

People with very dense, very tinny ones usually have mental disorders. Along with a sense of humor, the desire for lust, the fun can also be strong. Because they look like chromosomes. And, where the fat content is high, special sound, fuming, heart attack, lust, fun, gambling, volatility, alcohol, thirst is growing. Sleep is also high. Also, blacks have a great sense of humor. This is because blacks may or may not have a chromosome. This is where the sense of humor is strong. Also, hearts that are soft and sensitive do not have a rapid heart attack. Anyone whose heart is hard or thick, but whose heart is fast, has a heart attack. In addition, 37% of people in the world who are obese are soon gotcancer⁹.

In that case, there is usually more than one person to another person are different in the creation of nature. As much as they are different and they are, psychopaths (mental disorders). The attitude is similar to that of these psychopaths.

There are both kinds of sources for binge, there are two main reasons. First of all, the life of man and the life of the biomasses are also covered by the planets. But because man is responsible for this important cause and faces the chromosomes and cells, there is a need for scientific research to support chromosomes. Often people who are very thick, very thin, usually have mental disorders when looking at a man and his behavior over the course of five years of life. Along with a sense of humor, the desire for lust, the fun can also be strong. Because they look like chromosomes. And, where the fat content is high, special sound, anger, heart attack, lust, fun, gambling, volatility, alcohol, thirst is growing. Sleep is also high. Also, blacks have a great sense of humor. This is because blacks may or may not have a chromosome. This has a strong sense of humor, and soft and sensitive hearts do not have a heart attack. Anyone whose heart is hard or thick, and whose heart is sensitive, is often found to have a heart attack. Again, we have to give the same chromosomes or planetary basis. Personal developments are not the main cause here. And for this reason, 37% of fat people in the world, including those who are obese, get cancer quickly.

(Investigation Duration: 5Years)
Hemorrhoids can be prevented from ice while doing with a lot of research. This means that for those who suffer from hemorrhoids, the ice is placed in the rectum for a short time so that the blood from the anus immediately stops. It prevents leakage. Step by step, it freezes and helps prevent severe hemorrhoids\textsuperscript{10}.

(Investigation Duration: 5 Years)

55.3\% of the world with the reference of SISBRA has more kidney, diabetes, and neurological problems for the business magnets\textsuperscript{11}.

(Investigation Duration: 5 Years)

By reading too much, using a mobile phone, watching TV causes a thyroid or liver problem. Or it could also lead to acidity and appendix\textsuperscript{12}.

Hair removals in any part of a man's body is infected with the help of any methods, there may be a blade, a Caesar, or any chemical technique. Also, changing clothes every day is poisoning humans and causing Diseases, this makes him very sensitive. Also, those who suffer from frequent ailments, heat, colds, heart attacks, and stomach problems in pursuit of 'SISBRA' do not die quickly. Usually, a man removes hair any part of his body and leaves the admirable on the face for up to three days. This inherently impairs the strength of the Sapta chakras. Then there is a fluctuation in man's temperament, and anger in his behavior. Other acts of aggression, anger at oneself, and other activities are found. Blade or Caesar, when it touches to any part of a human's body, causes the nagging effect on the Sapta chakras and blood cells, nerves, and of course the nagging effect on the chakras and nerves and blood cells. Then the above instincts are created in man. For example, when any part of a man's body is wound, iron or man touches it, it is naturally toxic. Removing hair from any part of a man's body is like getting infected. There may be a blade, a Caesar, or any chemical technique or any other methods\textsuperscript{13}.

Along with man changing clothes in everyday life he is instinctively moving. He doesn't really know that. Usually if the clothes are not changed it will be poisonous if it persists for several days. But the problem with this is that the man is atrocious. That is, with each day the change of clothes becomes subtle and his body poisoned. Thewayhisbloodcells move is going awry. This makes sick spices more dangerous.

**For example:** in forests, hills, and villages, people are constantly threatening this problem. There is a vast gap between them and the people who have lived in cities and towns. Soon, this incident is leading to premature death and the big sickness. But in the wild, in the hills, in the villages, people are very vulnerable to this solitary problem.

When the Sapta chakras in the body of a man are weakened, there is frequent colds, heat, danger, accident, tingling can cause. If the Sapta chakras are not functioning, the man dies instantly. For this reason, the worlds vastly man dies. Accidents are on the rise. According to ‘SISBRA’, a man has only the hairs on his head. If a hair strand falls, that means a day's life is shrinking. Thousands of hairs fall from the head of a man every day, at least not every day, due to the carelessness of the Sapta chakras. This is causing death very quickly\textsuperscript{14}.

Consumption of grapefruit can increase mental stress and sleep and drowsiness. This is because the vitamins in grapefruit squeeze the yeast into the neurons in the human brain, creating more drowsiness and stress other than lemons. BP, head sling symptoms are more. The muck water or mud water or any other kind of our eater is mixed to form (converted) to that muck water. It may be any other kind of water or pure water\textsuperscript{15}.

The shape of the brain is also distorted when a lemon juice is poured on the brain and it’s removed from the body of a man and touches the brain with a lemon juice. Color also varies. But when a man overindulges in the consumption of lemons or grapes, the above-mentioned emotions or current symptoms give him a different effect.

That is, when the grapefruit touches the body of the yeast and the process of transferring it to the brain the muck water or mud water or any other kind of our eater is mixed to form (converted) to that muck water. It may be any other kind of water or pure water. However, the head weight or softener, or sling symptoms, are less severe than BP.

Those who are consuming the meat are more intelligent. And they can be rulers of this line. Christians, Islam and the Chinese are the most intelligent of this line.

In this world, 27\% of women have infertility from thyroid problems. 73\% suffer from infertility and demonic and other forces\textsuperscript{16}.

**Description:** According to SISBRA research, 88\% of the Earth's treasures, including earthworms, today are causing hazards, deaths and infertility. Earthworm is also an invisible force to humans. It can only be seen in the naked eye as a toxin in the earth. Until then, it remains an invisible force for man. 88 per cent of the women are infertility, divorce, handicap, non-marriage, body pains, cigars, grandchildren, flowing water, swamiis (gurus), grandparents are occurring or appearing. 54.1\% of automobile accidents and suicides are attributable to this same earthworm (unknown germs, or masses). This also results in wastage of wealth. The wealth of the rich is getting worse as the water in the sand goes down. Research has shown that geothermal is also an organism. But that germ is also a thousandforms.
There may be architectural problems (Vasthu) in a house, or other illnesses that are plaguing the upside, or in the dream of a snake, in a girl's dream, or in young children's dreams. Nor is there any magic spell, nor is it a genealogy or a chromosome. This appears to be an architectural problem (Vasthu Problem) in a home that is hidden (earthworms or masses) in the basement of the house or in their land, or in the presence of any influential species. According to ‘SISBRA’, 55% of women have infertility due to certain poisonous spirits or evil spirits. Earthworm is also toxic. 27% of women have infertility from thyroid problems. 73% suffer from infertility and ghost and other forces.

Anyone whose brain is sweet will listen to music all the time.

DESCRIPTION: Generally, one person to another person are different in the creation of nature. As much as they are different and they are, psychopaths (mental disorders). The attitude is similar to that of these psychopaths. There are both kinds of sources for binge, there are two main reasons. First of all, the life of man and the life of the biomasses are also covered by the planets. But because man is responsible for this important cause and faces the chromosomes and cells, there is a need for scientific research to support chromosomes. When looking at man and man's behavior over the course of five consecutive years of life and life, there is instinct and specialty in the power of thought. But the shape is the same17.

Just because the brain is sweet means it feels something. This means that the brain's visual and thinking sensations are more intense and intense for the hearts and minds of listening to music. That means a little edgy. The brain of those who are so accustomed to the music or singing of the mind is constantly moving. So, if one gets a note on the planets, for them they should have Mercury, Venus in Yoga and Dasha (Planet Period) is in the mind of everlasting music. In this case, the human brain begins to look sweet.

Of course, not everyone's brain is the same but the look and movement of the inside is what makes one's brain sweet and bitter.
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